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Original scientific paper 
Processes on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and their areas of use have become more widespread, and the issue of net-work security has appeared as 
one of the primary necessities. As power of the processor, memory and energy sources are limited on wireless sensor network nodes, traditional 
encryption structures are not found effective. With these criteria taken into consideration, the need for less process load and energy consumption as well as 
a powerful encryption is obvious. In this study, a chaotic encryption system to meet the security need on WSN using chaotic systems was carried out. The 
chaotic system developed here and the commonly used Skipjack encryption were compared with the help of algorithm OPNET Modeller software and 
better results were achieved. 
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Poboljšani sigurni prijenos podataka za WSN uporabom koda zasnovanog na kaosu  
  
Izvorni znanstveni članak 
Postupci na bežičnim senzorskim mrežama - Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) i njihovim područjima uporabe sve su češći pa problem sigurnosti mreže 
postaje sve važniji. Budući da su snaga procesora, memorija i izvori energije ograničeni na čvorove bežičnih senzorskih mreža, tradicionalno strukturirani 
kodovi više nisu učinkoviti. Uzevši to u obzir, očita je potreba za manjim procesnim opterećenjem i potrošnjom energije te učinkovitim kodom. U ovom 
se radu razvija kaotični kodni sustav za zadovoljenje sigurnosnih potreba na WSN. Uspoređuju se ovdje razvijeni kaotični sustav i uobičajeno korišteni 
Skipjack kod uz pomoć algoritma OPNET Modeller softvera i konstatira se da su postignuti bolji rezultati. 
 
Ključne riječi: kod zasnovan na kaosu; vrednovanje performanse; WSN sigurnost 
 
 
1 Introduction  
  
By an increased use of wireless sensor networks in 
recent years, maintenance of safe communication has 
become one of the most significant issues. This is 
especially crucial in military, medicine and security 
applications [1]. To provide security on wireless sensor 
networks, methods like key generation, encryption 
algorithms, security protocols, safe redirection and 
authentication are used [2, 3]. To ensure safe 
communication, studies on encryption algorithms have 
become prominent among other methods. Since 
traditional encryption methods have more complex 
structures and need much more process power, these 
methods cannot be employed in wireless sensor networks. 
Wireless sensor network nodes are generally devices with 
limited memory and process capacity [4]. That is why it is 
crucial that the communication protocols and security 
algorithms have low energy consumption and less process 
load.  
The literature of the field contains many studies about 
safe communication on WSNs. These studies have 
included many different encryption algorithms. Among 
these studies, Skipjack algorithm used by high 
performance TinySEC [5] security protocol, which is 
widely approved, is taken as reference. Skipjack [6] 
algorithm is a block encryption method that uses 
symmetrical key structure. In this algorithm, 64-bit 
unencrypted data blocks and 80-bit encryption key are 
used and encrypted data is acquired after 32 cycles. 
Increasing the number of cycles also increases the level of 
security exponentially. Skipjack is a high level security 
algorithm that can be used for the encryption of every 
kind of data. 
Another security protocol developed to be utilized on 
structures with low resources within WSNs is SPINS [7]. 
SPINS (security protocol for sensor networks) security 
protocol operates on two security blogs to meet the 
different security needs. One of them is SNEP (security 
network encryption protocol) and the other one is TESLA 
(microtime efficient stream loss-tolerant authentication). 
SNEP security blog meets the needs of confidentiality, 
integrity, data authentication and freshness. To maintain 
data security, SNEP makes use of RC5 [8] algorithm, a 
blog encryption algorithm. TESLA security blog provides 
authentication for broadcast messages. 
Ren et al. developed an energy-efficient security 
protocol. On LLSP [9] (Link layer security protocol) 
security protocol, data security is ensured by dint of AES 
[10] symmetric blog encryption algorithm and CBC blog 
encryption approach. AES is a high security blog 
encryption algorithm. Bandırmalı and Ertürk [11] made 
use of SEA encryption algorithm on WSNSec security 
protocol which they developed for WSNs. SEA [12] 
encryption algorithm was modelled in OPNET Modeller 
environment and compared with TinySEC protocol in 
which skipjack algorithm is employed. 
In addition to studies mentioned above, there are also 
studies with chaotic based encryption for safe 
communication. Bayılmış et al. [13] performed a chaotic 
encrypted application that can be used in the structure of 
low rate wireless personal area networks (LR-WPANs) 
(IEEE-802.15.4).  Chaotic based encryption algorithm 
was modelled in OPNET Modeller environment and the 
comparison of encrypted and unencrypted data 
communications was presented in terms of end to end 
delay and energy consumption parameters. Liu et al. [14] 
developed a new chaotic blog encryption algorithm to be 
run on wireless sensor networks. The study includes a 
description of the chaotic blog encryption algorithm as 
well as the performance analyses. During the performance 
analyses, the developed structure was comparatively 
evaluated with RC5 [8] algorithms in terms of memory 
usage amount and energy consumption. Yang et al. [15] 
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performed an analysis of an encryption algorithm which 
was achieved with chaotic block encryption method. 
In this paper, the security algorithm is developed 
more efficient than the works in literature. Security 
algorithm using chaotic systems was implemented on 
WSN to provide secure communication on WSN. It was 
simulated on OPNET Modeller simulator and then it was 
compared with Skipjack algorithm in which TinySEC 
protocol was used in ZigBee standards. Comparison was 
made on average end to end delay figures, energy 
consumption and memory usage rates. 
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
includes information about chaotic map and system model 
which are used for encryption. Section 3 presents the 
simulation of the proposed security model and 
performance evaluation according to simulation results. 
The conclusion section presents assessments and 
comments on the recommended method. 
 
 
Figure 1 The logistic map branch diagram 
 
2 The system model of chaotic based encryption 
2.1 Chaotic map 
  
There are many chaotic systems as discrete time and 
continuous time in the literature [16, 17]. Continuous 
systems can be divided into chaotic and hipper chaotic 
systems. For encryption application, in this paper is used 
discrete time chaotic system that is one dimensional 
logistic map, because it is basic and high encryption 
effective. Keys are obtained by Logistic map in 
encryption. For Logistic Map, bifurcation diagram is 
given in Fig. 1. In Eq. (1), the system parameter r was 
examined between 0÷4 values. As seen in Fig. 1, if the 
parameter r is between 0 and 3, the result is 1, if the 
parameter r is between 3 and 3,4, the result is 2. If the 
value r is around 3,5; 4 results are produced by chaotic 
system. And if the value r is less than 3,5699 and near the 
entering chaos the result is 8. As a result, bifurcation 
diagram in Fig. 1 shows that for r value must be chosen 
only 3,5699÷4 so that the system can enter chaos. 
 
𝑋𝑋[𝑛𝑛 + 1] = 𝑟𝑟 ∗  𝑋𝑋[𝑛𝑛]  ∗ (1 − 𝑋𝑋[𝑛𝑛])                              (1) 
 
In equation, the parameter x is system variable and 
the value n is the number of iterations. In application, the 
number of data to be encrypted must be equal to the 
number of keys for encryption. Exemplarily, for 1000 bits 
original data there must be 1000 keys that are produced 
by chaotic system (Logistic Map). 
 
2.1 Communication using chaotic encryption   
  
Secure communication model of chaos based 
encryption algorithm is presented in Fig. 2. Data which 
are encrypted are transmitted with nonlinear function to 
communication channel. Then, data encrypted in the 
block diagram can be decrypted with the inverse of the 
function. In order to decrypt data encrypted in the 
application, one needs to know keys produced for each bit 
and the order of these keys, the chaotic system used, 
parameters in the chaotic system and initial values, and 





Figure 2 The system model of chaotic-based encryption block diagram 
 
In improved application, for Logistic Map, pseudo 
code (Algorithm 1) structure is given in above for 
encryption. Keys are provided with chaos generator 
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(Logistic Map) in encryption. Also, a non-linear equation 
was used in order to increase security in encryption. Keys 
and original data are encrypted with nonlinear function in 
Eq. (2). x value in Eq. (2) represents the keys produced 
with chaos generators and m value represents the data to 
be encrypted in bits 
 
2𝑥𝑥 (1 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + (1 −𝑥𝑥)  +  0,9)/4,8.                            (2) 
 
3    Simulation result and discussion 
 
Computer modelling and simulation experiments of 
an example of WSN application employing the chaotic 
encryption and Skipjack are performed using OPNET 
Modeller [18]. In the OPNET WSN simulation model, we 
used IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee protocol developed by 
OPEN-ZB [19]. In addition, the example of WSN 
application scenario was simulated under various traffic 
loads. In this section, the effects of both chaotic-based 
encryption and Skipjack encryption algorithms were 
comparatively evaluated in terms of average end-to-end 
delay, energy consumption and memory usage. The used 
parameters in the simulation model are given in Tab. 1. 
Network traffic is generated using exponential 
distribution function. Also, the wireless networking 
environment is assumed to have a free space channel 
propagation model. 
 
Table 1 Simulation Parameters 
Parameters Value 
Data Rate 250 Kbps 
Number of SNs 10 ÷ 100 
Frequency of Nodes 2,4 GHz 
Type of Sensor Nodes MICAz 
Transmission Power 1 mW 
Battery 2 AA (1,5 V,2300 mAh) 
Modulation QPSK 
Simulation Time 3600 s 
Area Size 10 ÷ 10 m 
 
3.1 Average end-to-end message delay  
 
Effects of end-to-end message delay are discussed in 
terms of heavy network traffic and large scale application. 
Fig. 3 shows the ratios of the average end-to-end message 
delays of using chaotic-based encryption and Skipjack 




Figure 3 The average end to end message delay and packet number for 
the simulation model with chaotic based encryption and Skipjack 
algorithm 
As seen in the figure, both encryption methods have 
approximately the same message delay values until 5 
packet/s network load. However, chaotic-based 
encryption method has a lower latency ratio when number 
of the generated packet is more than 5 compared to 
Skipjack encryption. For example, the difference average 
end-to-end message delay between the two encryption 
algorithms is about 1500 us in 9 packet/s. As a result, 
chaotic-based encryption for WSN may be preferred in 
increasing networking loads instead of Skipjack 
algorithm. 
One of the popular application areas of WNS is large 
scale applications. Therefore, we examined the effects of 
using chaotic-based encryption in large scale network in 
Fig. 4 which shows the ratios of the average end-to-end 
message delays of using chaotic-based encryption and 
Skipjack encryption applications as a function of varying 
number of the WSN nodes. Increasing the number of the 
WNS nodes from 10 to 100 nodes, the graphs show the 
proposed chaotic-based encryption gives better results 
according to Skipjack encryption. In the densest network, 
the end-to-end average message delay of WNS 
application using chaotic-based encryption is 6286 us 
while the average end-to-end message delay of WNS 
application using Skipjack encryption is 6416 us. 
Consequently, the chaotic-based encryption outperforms 




Figure 4 The average end to end message delay and number of nodes 
for the simulation model with chaotic based encryption and Skipjack 
algorithm 
 
3.2 Energy consumption 
 
One of the important performance metrics of WNS is 
energy consumption considering wireless sensor nodes 
having limited sources such as memory size, 
microprocessor capacity and battery etc. Energy 
consumption of the wireless sensor nodes is seen in Fig. 
5, and Fig. 6 in terms of number of generated packets and 
number of sensor nodes respectively. As seen in Fig. 5 
both encryption algorithms have close energy 
consumption rates under increasing network load 
conditions approximately. On the other hand, the chaotic-
based encryption method leads to lower energy 
consumption compared to Skipjack encryption under 
increasing number of sensor nodes. It can be concluded 
from these results that using chaotic-based encryption 
may be preferred in large scale network application. 
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Figure 5 Energy consumption and packets number for the simulation 
model with chaotic based encryption and Skipjack algorithm 
 
 
Figure 6 Energy consumption and number of nodes for the simulation 
model with chaotic based encryption and Skipjack algorithm 
 
3.3 Data and code memory requirements    
 
Another important performance metrics is data and 
code memory requirements. We used MICAz wireless 
nodes which include a 4 KB data memory, 128 KB code 
memory and 16 MHz ATMEGA 128L microcontroller in 
WSN application scenario.  Accordingly, memory usage 
evaluation of chaotic based encryption and Skipjack 
encryption algorithms is used by AVRStudio5 software. 
 
 
Figure 7 The program and data memory requirements of chaotic based 
encryption and Skipjack algorithm 
 
Data and code memory usage of chaotic based 
encryption and Skipjack encryption algorithm is shown in 
Fig. 7. Chaotic encryption requires less in both data and 
code memory usage than Skipjack algorithm as seen in 
the figure. The code memory usage in the chaos based 
encryption is about four times lower than that of Skipjack 
algorithm and the data memory usage in the chaos based 





Due to the nature of wireless communication, security 
on WSN is an issue of high sensitivity. Many protocols 
and algorithm designs have been developed on this issue. 
In this study, to maintain energy efficient secure 
communication on WSN, a chaotic-based security 
application was presented. The realization of the designed 
system was carried out on OPNET simulator and the 
success of chaotic-based encryption method was 
comparatively evaluated with Skipjack encryption used in 
ZigBee standards. Simulation results revealed that the 
chaotic-based encryption method has a lower average 
delay, program memory and data memory usage and on 
the other hand they have close energy consumption. In 
conclusion, chaotic-based encryption methods are 
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